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gFFECT3 OP MOVING LOADS ON inGHWAY BRIDGET.
I, Introduction,
For the gake of convenience, the stresaei^ in the
members of a bridge may be classed in four groups: (1) the stress
due to the weight of the bridge itself, called the Dead Load Stress,
(2) the stress due to the weight of the load passing over, called
the Live Load Stress, (3) those stresLiei in exceas of the live load
stresses caused by the suddenness of the application of the live
load, and (4) the stress that may be caused by the cumulative vi-
brations of the bridge* due to the coincidence of certain regrular
impulses given by the live load and the natural period of vibration
of the bridge. The stresses due to these two latter influences are
usually spoken of together under the title of Impact Stresses.
While the Dead Load Stress and Live Load Stress can be computed with
reasonable certainty the nature and magnitude of these Impact
Stresses is at present but very imperfectly understood. Anyone,
who has stood on a highway bridge and watched the jarring and flapp-
ing of the various members as a heavy load parsed over, or who has
seen the trembling of the bars on a railway bridge when a train was
moving on it, can realize what an uncertain element these Impact
Stresses are. Engineers have always agreed that an allowance must
be made for these stresses, but that is as far as they have agreed:
and now there are many impact formulas in use.
It is a well knbwn fact that a suddenly applied
load produceti twice as much stress as a static load of the same
magnitude; and for many years it waa considered safe practice, if
not economical, to build bridges according to this principle. So

in 1874, when Profeaaor Unwin published the rule: "To find the
maximum atreaa, multiply the live load atreaa by two and add the
dead load atroaa" it was quite generally accepted, and has aince
been used to a good extent, although at present its uae
deservedly very limited however doubts a3 to the validity of this
rule arose even as to whether the engine rushing across a bridge
constituted a suddenly applied load. Bridge men were inclined
to believe that in the case of a short girder 3pan, for instance,
the engine would be over before its weight could be felt. The
result was a general confusion of ideas and theories a con-
fusion which led to the adoption of certain inpact formulas, such
aa Launhardt'a and Wohler's, In theae formulas the unknown ele-
ment of impact waa regarded as being similar to fatigue and a
certain proportion of the live load stress was added to allow for
it, C. C. Schneider has since said of the Launhardt formula: "It
has no scientific basis, nor is it derived from data of actual
experiment, but it is based on a foundation of fact."
This "foundation of fact" satisfied many engineers
who believed that the analysis of bridge stresses had about reached
perfection. But since 1895 a great interest has awakened in
scientific research in all branches of engineering. Previous to
this time J, T. Fanning and '5, W. Robinson in this country, and
Profeaaor Praenkel in Germany were almost in obtaining any results
from actual bridge testa. About 1895, however, instruments of
various kinds were devised by different men, and a great deal of
interest suddenly sprang up in what proved to be a real, live,
subject. At a meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers
in 1398, over 80 percent of those present believed the Launhardt
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forraula to be irrational, and were in favor of discontinuing ita
use. Railroad intereatg which in 1B93 gave C. C. Schneider no
encouragement when he proposed some impact testa came to the aon-
clnsion that money spent on testing full sized members is wasted
unless the dynamic effect of moving loads was known, and have
accordingly taken considerable pains in conducting impact tests
for themselves,
II. Object of Thesis.
Thus far experiments to determine impact have been
confined exclusively to steam railway bridges, and the field of
research with reference to crowded city bridges, interurban bridges
and highway bridges has been left untouched. In each of the four
above mentioned classes of bridges, problems peculiar to each are
met. In the case of the steam railway bridges it is the question
of unbalanced driving wheels, and the reciprocating motion of the
machinery. City bridges have surging crowds to carry, and inter-
urban bridges are subject to a strong tendency to vibration when
the car length corresponds to an integral number of panel lengths.
Highway bridges are generally constructed as cheaply as possible,
and left to take care of themselves. They are subject to all
kinds of loadings from light rigs to traction engines, and these
give all varieties of stresses, Since but little investigation
of the stresses due to moving loads has been done on this class
of bridges, and as there were a number of representative types
close to Urbana thus affording an excellent opportunity for such
work this subject was taken as a thesis,
^
III. Method of Making Testa,
In making the tests for extensometers and one de-

flectometor were uaed. The deflectometer was devised by Professor
F. E. Tumeaure of Wisconsin University. The extensometer is a
modification of the Fraenkel type, and is also the work of Professor
Turneaure. All the machines were made by the mechanician of
Wisconsin University, The extensometers vrere attached to the
members to be tested, and continuous readings of the varying lengths
of these members under stress were obtained. The deflectometer
was attached in such a way as to give the deflection,at the desired
panel point of the structure. Figs, 1, 2, Plate 1, and Figs, 3
and 4 Plate 4 show the arrangement of the instruments while making
some of the tests while Fig, 5, Plate 5, shows a closer view of the
deflectometer. The instrument proper is attached to the bridge
member and is connected by means of a wire to a weight on the grouurd
The upper end of the wire "A" is connected to a steel ribbin '*B"
which winds around the small disc "C*. Thia disc is cast in the
same piece with the larger disc "D", which transmits motion to the
pencil holder **E'*, The spiral case "F** contains a spring by which
tension is produced in the steel ribbon sufficient to keep the
wire taut. The tension may be varied at will by means of the crank
"G", The recording paper can be seen on the drums. It is drawn
forward at a uniform rate by a clock work attachment fitted with a
governor, and the motion of the pencil thus produces a continuous
curve.
Fig, 6, Plate 5 shows one of the extensometera.
This instrument is fastened to the member to be tested by the
clamps "A", and "B". The clamps marked "A" are fixed rigidly to
the instiniment and connecting-bar, while those marked •B** are hinged,
This arrangement allows the instrument to be fastened rigidly to
the bar at points **A** and at the same time gives support at

the points "3" without interfering with any change of length of
the member between the fixed points. The rod connecting the
clamp with the instrument ia hollow in order to get rid of as
much inertia as possible, and it is provided with a ball and
socket joint at the instrument end to allow for adjustment.
This rod is attached to a multiplying lover with knife edge ful-
crums, the long arm of which is shovm at "C**. This arm is made
of aluminum so as to avoid inertia in the moving parts. At the
end of the arm is a sector which moves to pencil carriage by
means of a steel ribbon. The paper is operated by clock work,
as in the deflectometer.
The pencils are analine, and the paper is specially
glazed^ so that a clear line is made with very little pressure.
Each of the instruments is provided with a starting mechanism
wo,rked by an electro-magnet, and the operator can start or stop
them all at once by simply pressing the switch key. A very good
description of this instrument may be found in the Engineering
News of June 20, 1907,
The method of proceedure was as follows: A series
of reading was taken upon each of the members first for light
loads and then for heavy ones, varying the speed in each case.
An ordinary, two-seated, single-horse buggy was used to give the
live loads the bridge being first crossed at a walk, then at a
trot or pace, and finally at a gallop. For the heavy loads a
lumber wagon of known weight was used. In this case the speed
was varied as much as possible. To determine the rate of speed
a base of 100 feet was laid off and the time of transit measured
with a stop watcli. Since the stresses produced by a load moving
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very slowly are practically the aame aa the static live load
atreasei, the deflectionq and extenaiona ^Jhown on the diagrams
when the horses walked slowly across, are regarded as showing the
live load stresses. The difference between these diagrams and
those taken at higher speeds shows the nature of the impact stresseSi
IV. - Bridges Tested,
The bridge upon which the principal tests were made
is shown in Fig. 2, Plate 2, which is a view taken from the south
end. It is located on North Market Street in Urbana across the
Salt Pork Drainage Ditch. It ia a highway bridge with a sidewalk
on one aide supported by brackets. The stresses in the truss
members were determined for the truss furthest from the sidewalk.
The stringer tests were conducted upon an end panel stringer, and
the floor beam tests were conducted upon L L*. The stress sheet
Plate 1, gives the essential facts concerning the trusa. In the
Tables 3 to 8 following the stress sheet readings numbered 44 to
72 inclusive were taken on a second bridge named the Blackberry
bridge further out of town, plate 7 is the stress sheet of this
bridge.
V« Tests.
As far as possible the results of the tests are
reduced to tabular form the reading members in all the tables
corresponding to each other and with those on the machine diagrams.
If it had been possible there would have been but one table besides
those on the stress sheet. One sheet of paper, however, was not
deep enough for eighty- three readings nor wide enough for thirty-
three columns of tabulated data.
The diagrams are lettered to show the instruments

with which the readings were taken, and the numbers of the readings.
Thus D-19 stands for reading number nineteen of the defloctometer,
and 7-19, the nineteenth reading of instrument number seven. The
location of the instrximenta for any reading, together with full
information may then be procured from the tables. In all the
extenaometer diagrams a positive ordinate indicates tension.
VI. Results.
The diagrams indicate clearly three distinct types
of vibration, first, the vibration of the bridge as a whole, second,
the vibration of the individual memberu, and third, instrumental
vibrations. The vibrations of the bridge as a whole are shown
best on the deflectometer diagrara?=i. Readings number 7-5 and 7-6
show the vibration of the inside bar of one of the main diagonals.
This vibration waa so excessive as to lead to the marked instrumental
vibration shown in 7-9,
The deflectometer readings show many point'^ of in-
terest for example, let a median X\ne be drawn thru the curves such
that the oscillations on each side of thii line are equal. This
line will then represent the deflection due to the load at any part
of the travel. The oscillations of the curve above and below the
median line show the effect of impact and vibration. In the
curves D-1, D-2, D-3
,
D-4, D-5, and D-6, it will be noticed that in
each case a median line attains the same distance below the line
of no deflection. These curves, being the results of driving the
same horse and buggy across the bridge at different rates of speed,
would tend to show that as far as speed alone is concerned it has
little effect upon the deflection of the bridge. In D-1, the
maximum deflection is that of the median line, while in D-2, it
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i« \>Mt little grater, thu3 jiiatifying the aeaumption that the
deflections under 3 lowly moving loads are the aame a3 thoae under
static loading. This assumption is further strengthened by
readings D-15 and D-lfl. In D-16 the deflectorrieter was recording
from ''A" to ^B" , with no load on the bridge. Then the instrument
stopped and the lumber wagon driven on and halted. The instru-
ment was started again and recorded the line "C'-^'D'*. After
stopping the instrument the wagon was driven off and the line
"E**-**P'* recorded. This deflection B"-"C", and "D^-^E", is
exactly the same as the deflection of the median line in D-l{5,
Readings D-3, D-4, D-5, and D-6 are excellent in
showing cumulative vibration. In D-3 the horse trotted across
the bridge taking twelve step^ while on it: in D-4 he paced taking
ten stops in passing; while in D-5, he again paced across taking
only nine steps. In each case the steps can be located with
grate distinctness and have been marked with a red line. The
speed of the horse and the rate of travel of the paper causes the
regularity in the spacing of these deflections. In each case,
also, it will be noticed that the deflection at the first step is
not very great, at the second it is considerably greater and
increases in magnitude until the horse passes the middle of the
bridge when it decreases as regularly. This effect is due to the
cumulative vibrations set up in the bridge owing to the fact that
the hoof beats occur with a period approximately proportional
to the period of vibration of the bridge as a whole.
In diagram D-4, it will be noted that each crest
in the curve is split. This shows that the period of vibration
of the bridge is faster than the hoof beats — a little over twice
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ag fast. In D-5 where the beats occur more rapidly the splits
are more pronounced, and in D-6 where the beats are faster yet these
divisions show as great an oscillation as the main vibrations.
Here the period of the bridge is alnost exactly equal to one half
that of the hoof beats.
A thing that could be distinctly felt while standing
upon the bridge and which is very noticable in readings D-7, D-16,
and D-17 was a periodic shuddering of the bridge. This effect
seemed to occur regularily as the load neared a panel point, and
in all cases occured with the heavy load. The most plausible
explanation of this occurrance is that the tensior] members of the
bridge behaved very much in the manner of musical strings, in that
when two of them vibrating in slightly different periods are sounded
together there occurra a periodic waxing and waning of tone intensity
called **beatti." It may be that tension members having different
periods of vibration are subject to the sa^ne phenomenon in a limited
degree, and, taking into account the slower periods of vibration,
the shuddering corresponds to the beats of the musical strings.
As ia shown by the extensometer diagrams, the effect
of impact and vibration varies greatly in the different members, in
the same member, and in similar members in both trusses. Comparing
readings number 3, it will be seen that in the lower chord (3-5),
page 61, the extent of the vibration is not nearly bo great as in the
main diagonal (2-3) page 54, and (7-3 ) page 68 : and al^o the percent
of impact is less. Again, comparing diagrams number 5, the vibration
in the outside bar of the main diagonal (2-5) page 54 , does not
appear to be nearly as great as in the inside bar and the impact
is also less, Thi-? disagreement of results between the components
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of the aame member ia shown atill more clearly in readings number
53, and 54. Instrument number 1 being on the outside bar, and
instrument number 7 on the inside bar. The fact that the outside
bar of this member apparently taVe^ more stress call^ attention to
what seems to be a general rule which is that the inside component
of a member receives the greater part of the live load stress.
This exception to the rule is due to the fact that the inside bar in
this case waa slack under dead load. So, in reality, whether the
inside component takes the greater part of the stress or not,
depends upon whether both components take stress under dead loads.
In the corresponding members of both trusses we find that the stress-
es, strangely enovigh, do not correspond at all. If readings number
56, 57, and are compared for instruments 1 and 2 and
again for 3 and 7 this fact is easily noted. The lower chord on
the West truss takes a greater stress than its mate on the East
truss whereas the hip vertical on the East truss takes more stress
than that of the V/est truss. The deflection of the medial lines
seems to be the same in both cases, which proves that the weight of
the load is evenly divided. Evidently, then, the effect of impact
in any member depends upon the initial stresses existing in it.
The floor beams and stringers, receiving the full load,
without the intervention of any other members would naturally be ex*-
pected to show the greatest effect of a load. Readings number
2-35 to 2-38 page 58 ,3how some floorbeam records, and numbers 2-39
to 2-45 page 58, show some stringer records. The stringer not
being continuous over the floor beams took no stress when the load
was in any other panel. The floor beam diagrams indicate consider-
able impact, but not to such an extent as in the stringers.

Diagraraa 2-40 and 2-41, page 58, reading from right to left, were takai
at a trot; and the hoof beats show clearly at , followed by the
buggy load. Diagraraa 42 and 43 page 58, show much more impact, and,
since the horse was galloping, the hoof beats are lost. In the .
stringers and floor beams the impact was due directly to shock rather
than the cumulative vibration.
The stresses caused by cumulative vibration occur
mostly in the chord members practically ao since this vibration
affects the bridge as a whole. The relation of this vibration to
the chord stressers is shown clearly by comparing diagrams 3-4 pages 1,
with D-4, page 47, and 3-10 pageei, with D_18 page 46 . The vi-
brations increasing in magnitude as shown on the deflectometer
diagram have their counterpart in the periodic increase in amplitude
of the swings of the stress curve for the lower chord. Therefore
cumulative vibration throws large stresses into the chord members.
In the top chord which was composed of two latticed
channels with vertical weba the upper flanges seem to ta^-:e about
twice as much stress as the lower flanges. This is evident by com-
paring 3-2.3 page 63, with 2-23, and 1-23 page -S'O, with 7-23, The
impact in percent of the stress is nearly the same in upper and lower
flanges, but in magnitude ia much greater in the upper flange. The
stresses in the inside and outside channels are almost identical,
both in the upper and lower flanges; as may be seen by comparing
3-23 page 63^ with 1-23, page SO and 2-23 page SJ^ with 7-23 page 69 ,
Somewhat the same results are foimd to be true with regard to the
end posts. Here, as in the top chord, the upper flange takes much
more stress than the lower one the impact being larger in magnitude
but not in percent. In the end post tested, however, the outside

channel took more stress than did the inner one. Diagrams l-??8,
page 51, 2-28 page 56, and 7-28 page 70, show these conditions plainly.
Prom these results it would appear that built up compression mem-
bers act as a unit, the variation in the end post being due in all
liklihood to a slight difference in length between the upper and
16wer pin holes in the outside and inside chaiinela thus throwing
a greater proportion of the stress in one of them. The fact that
the upper flange takes a larger proportion of the stress is no doubt
due to the tendency of the member to sag in the middle to its own
weight.
As well as showing these general features, the
diagrams expose some rather startling conditions that may exist in a
highway bridge. For example, diagrams 1-64, and 1-65 page 52., in-
dicate a marked change of stress from tension to compression in the
diagonals in the middle panel of the Blackberry bridge. Diagrams
2-?0, 2-21, and 2-22 page 56, also indicate compression in the main
diagonals of the Market Street bridge. The counters are at the
same time taking tension as is shown by 7-64 page 72. , It might
be assumed from this that the main diagonals took compression, due
to live load and perhaps they did in the Market Street bridge, but
not enough to overcome the initistl stress due to dead load. On the
Blackberry bridge however, the fact that they were long and flexible
made buckling possible in case of any tendency to compression; and
whenever the rods buckle, the fixed points of the extenaometer will
be brought enough closer to register considerable compression when
there is in reality only bending present.
Another case of somewhat the same nature is indicated
by diagram 1-7? page 53 . Here the outaide bar is taking practicallr

no stress, while the inner one is under compression. This con-
dition is not what would be expected in the lower chord of a
bridge. Undoubtedly the indicated compression is due to buckling,
but this shows that acnething is wrong since a lower chord member
should never buckle. The trouble very likely lies in the fact
that both ends of the bridge are fixed, and thus the free play of
the end of the bridge is restricted. This is something that
should be remedied.
The intermediate posts take but little stress, in
fact in reading 3-76 page 67, it appeared as if there were tension in
the member.
Although the deflection is the same whether the load
moves slowly or swiftly, the magnitude bf the stresses due to vibra-
tion and impact seem to be dependent upon the speed. This is shown
by comparing 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, 7-4, 7-5, and 7-6, page 68, where the
stresses due to impact far exceed the static stresses. The
oscillations of these curves indicate both tension and compression
due to the vibration, and in this case Launhardt's formula which is
essentially a fatigue formula might hold. But it is a question if
the alternation of stresses is repeated often enough to produce any
appreciable fatigue. The probabilities are that a bridge would
rust and fall down long before fatigue
.
would cause failure.
It is interesting to note in Table VI and VII that
where the ratio of the dead load stress to the live load stress is
large, the impact in percent of the computed live load stress is
high. This means that practically all the live load stress that
these members receive is due to impact. In some cases the percent
of impact runs very high, apparently in contradiction to the theory

that the moving load can not produce more than twice the atresa
caused by an equal static load. Thia is due to the fact that
when the horae crossea the bridge at a trot or a gallop , he leaps
into the air at each bound, and thua produces a much greater effect
than if he moved quietly acrosa. In Table VII it will be noticed
that the actual impact streaaea do not check with those deduced
by formulas, Thia merely shows that the empirical formulas in
general use being evolved for use in designing railway bridges are
not applicable to highway bridges.
VII. Conclusions.
1, The upper flanges of horizontal compression members, are
those having a fair degree of 3 lope, receive a larger proportion of
the stress than the lower flanges,
2, Built-up compression members take stress as a unit,
3, Outside bare of tension members consisting of more than one
bar, take less stress than the inside ones,
4, The amount of impact in any member depends unon the initial
stresses existing in it,
5, Impact affects those members most that receive the loads
most nearly directly as diagonals and verticals,
6, There is probably a critical speed above which jarring is
present without dangerous cumulative vibrations,
7, For bridge No, 1, this speed is about seventeen miles per
hour,
8, A galloping horse does not produce as violent impact atreasie
as a trotting or pacing horse, A bridge would have to be over 400
ft, long to have a period of vibration as slow as the bounds of a
galloping horse, and on one of such size so light a load would pro-
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duce little effect,
9. Under the -^aine loading, corresponding members of a highway-
bridge do not always show the same stress.
10. Ciimulative vibrations throw large stresses into the chord
members,
11. provision for expansion of the bridge should be made,
12. In those members where the ratio of the dead load stresses to
the live load stresses is large, the percent of impact is also large,
13. Impact formulas for railway bridges do not hold for highway
bridges,
14. Not enough care is exercised in the shops to have the com-
ponent parts of the same member of exactly the same length*
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